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ABSTRBCT 
Suppose A 2 Xr 2 D is an object in the oategory of spaoes under A and over D 
such that pr is a weak fibration and 86 is a cofibration over D, i= 1,2. It is shown that 
a map j: Xl+Xa under A and over D is an homotopy equivalence under A and 
over D if and only if it is an ordinary homotopy equivalenoe. In particular, an ex- 
map between docile ex-spaces is an ex-homotopy equivalence if and only if it is an 
ordinary homotopy equivalence provided the baee space is paracompact and locally 
contraotible. 
INTRODlJCTION 
In the development of the theory of ex-spaces and ex-maps, it is natural 
to find criteria for deciding whether a given ex-map is an ex-homotopy 
equivalence. Sufficient conditions in various forms can be found in the 
literature. We shall establish, in this note, a new criterion. We show that 
a given ex-map is an ex-homotopy equivalence if it is an ordinary homotopy 
equivalence, provided the ex-spaces satisfy certain conditions. This result 
generalizes a result of Professor I. M. James [6] 6.1. P. Heath [4] also 
has a similar result under different hypothesis. 
Section 1 deals with the main result 1.3. Theorem 6.1 of [l] and a 
generalized version of its dual are examined in order to derive the main 
result. Section 2 contains a variation of 1.3 which is more ready for 
application. 
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Q 1. Let u: C + D be a map. Define Top (C s D) to be the category 
whose objects are triples (X, (T, g) where C 2- X -% D and ga=u. A map 
f : (X, u, e) + (X’, (I’, e’) in Top (C z D) is a map f : Xi --f X2 such that 
fu=u’, e’f=e. S ometimes the map decribed above is written as 
f:Xi+Xz~Top(C%)). 
Top (D 3 D) and Top (+ + D) are abbreviated as Top (D + D) and 
Top D respectively. Spaces and maps in Top (D + D) are usually called 
ex-spaces and ex-maps over D (see [7]) ; while spaces and maps in Top D 
are called over-spaces and over-maps (see [l]). Homotopy equivalences 
in Top (D + D) and Top D are called ex-homotopy equivalences and 
fibre homotopy equivalences respectively. Homotopy in the category 
Top (C 5 D) was described in [8]. or means the one-point space. 
Let j: X + Y E Top D. We say that it is a cofibration over D (or 
cofibrationinTopD)ifforanyZ~TopD,g:Y-+Z,f~:X+Z~TopD 
(t E [0, 11) such that gj=/o, there exist gt: Y + 2 E Top D (t E [0, 11) with 
go = g and gtj = ft, t E [0, 11. For further discussions, the readers are referred 
to [5] and [8]. 
LEBTMA 1.1. ([1] 6.1) Let (&,p), (i=l, 2) be spaces over D. Suppose 
pi, ps are weak fibrations in Top (+ --f *). Then a map f : Ei + Z$e in 
Top D is a homotopy equivalence in Top D if and only if it is a homotopy 
equivalence in Top (4 + *). 
This lemma is well-known, it is stated here for comparison with the 
next lemma. 
LEA 1.2. Let (A, p), (86, I){) (i= 1, 2) be spaces over D. Suppose 
N : A --f Zi!f (i = 1, 2) are cofibrations over D, f : (El, ~1) + (Ez, 9~2) is a map 
over D with fsl=82. Then f is a homotopy equivalence in Top D if and 
only if f: (El, 81, pi) --f (&, 82, ~2) is a homotopy equivalence in Top 
(As D). 
PROOF. In this proof, we let I = [0, 11, 1% = [0, n]. 
Since f is a homotopy equivalence in Top D, it has a homotopy inverse 
fx: E’ + E in Top D. Let kt: flf zid:E+E in Top D, ~EI. Since g2 
is a cofibration over D, k~l= figt, there is a homotopy It: E’ --f E E Top D, 
t E I, such that Zt~s=kt51, lo= fl. Write f’=Zl. Then f’sa= Zis~=ki8i=s. 
Therefore f ’ E Top (A -% D). Now 8: El x Ia + El is a homotopy in Top D 
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between f’f and id where 
A(e, t) = 
Zl-t 0 f(e), tS 1 
b-l(e), t21. 
Notice that h(sl(a), t) =h(sl(u), 2-t), a E A, t E 1~. 
That sl x id: A x IZ --f E x 12 is a cofibration over D follows from 
Lemma 3.2 of [6]. Consider the map H: A x 1~ x I + E given by 
H(a, u, t) = 
1 
7M4, 4, OSus;l-t 
/&(81(U), l-t), l-t$Usl+t 
MM), 4 1+t5ug2. 
It can be readily checked that plH(a, u, t) =~(a), thus H E Top D. Since 
H(a, U, 0) = h(s&), u), H can be extended to a homotopy R: E x 12 x I + E 
with R(si(u), U, t) = H(u, u, t), R( e,u,O)=h(e,u).DeflneL:Ex4+Eby 
the formula 
1 
We, 0, t), osts1 
L(e, t)= K(e, t-l, l), 11t53 
K(e, 2,4-t), 36tS4. 
Notice that L E Top D. The equality L&(u), t) = 81(u), for all a E A can be 
verified readily. Hence f has a left homotopy inverse f’ in Top (A 4 D), 
which in turn haa a left homotopy inverse f” in Top (A y D). The result 
then follows on considering the following homotopies in Top (A -% D), 
ff’ N f”f’ff’ N id. 
REMARK. When D= *, Theorem 5.3 of [9] is recovered as a special 
C&88. 
The following theorem is an immediate comequence of the two preceding 
lemmas. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let (Xf, SC, ~4) (i= 1, 2) be spaces in Top (A 2 D). 
Suppose B (i = 1, 2) are weak fibrations, & (i = 1, 2) are cofibrations in 
Top D. Then a map f: (Xl, 81, ~1) + (Xa,s2, pz) in Top (A 5 D) is a 
homotopy equivalence in Top (A 5 D) if and only if f : X1 + X2 is a 
homotopy equivalence in Top (4 + *). 
$ 2. This section concentrates on the category Top (D --f D). Suppose 
(X, u, e) is an ex-space over D. u is often called the section of X, e the 
projection, (T and e together the ex-structure ([‘7]). In the rest of the 
paper, we suppress deliberately the ex-structures and the phrase over D. 
Thus an ex-space means an ex-space over D. 
Recall that an ex-space X is said to be docile ([3]) if it is locally ex- 
homotopy equivalent to a product ex-space with well-pointed fibres. 
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For any ex-space X, X shall denote the ex-space whose total space is 
X u D x I/-, where N is generated by (d, 0) =a@), the section is chosen 
to be d -) (d, l), the projection the obvious one. An ex-space is said 
to be well-based ([7]) if the collapsing ex-map X + X is an ex-homotopy 
equivalence. 
Let f : Xi + Xs be an ex-map. We consider the following statements: 
(i) f is an ex-homotopy equivalence; 
(ii) the restriction of f to fibres over at least one point in each path 
component of D is a pointed homotopy equivalence; 
(iii) f is an ordinary homotopy equivalence. 
In [3] 3.9, it was shown that (i) +- (ii) provided that D is locally con- 
tractible, paracompact, Xl, Xs are docile. The implication (i) + (iii) is 
trivial. (iii) * (i) is discussed in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let D be paracompact, locally contractible, X1, Xs 
docile ex-spaces. Then (iii) =+ (i). 
PROOB. Since D is paracompact, each open covering is retied by the 
support of some partition of unity [l]. Hence there always exists a 
numerable covering (VA} of D, the restriction of Xt over each VA is ex- 
homotopy equivalent to a product ex-space. Hence the projections of Xr 
are weak fibrations. This shows that f is a fibre homotopy equivalence. 
By [3] 3.11, Xt (i = 1, 2) are well-based. Consider the commutative 
square 
2 f 1- & 
I I 
Xl - 
f 
x2 
where p is the induced ex-map, the vertical ex-maps are ex-homotopy 
equivalences. That f is a fibre homotopy equivalence implies that p is a 
fibre homotopy equivalence. It follows from Lemma 1.2 that j’ is an ex- 
homotopy equivalence, since the sections of Xt are cofibrations in Top D. 
The desired result then follows readily. 
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